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In this paper, we are interested in solving the approximate regular expression matching
problem: we are given a regular expression R in advance and we wish to answer the
following query: given a text T and a parameter k, ﬁnd all the substrings of T which
match the regular expression R with at most k errors (an error consist in deleting inserting,
or substituting a character). There exists a well known solution for this problem in time
O (mn) where m is the size of the regular expression (the number of operators and
characters appearing in R) and n the length of the text. There also exists a solution
for the case k = 0 (exact regular expression matching) which solves the problem in
time O (dn), where d is the number of strings in the regular expression (a string is a
sequence of characters connected with concatenation operator). In this paper, we show that
both methods can be combined to solve the approximate regular approximate matching
problem in time O (kdn) for arbitrary k. This bound can be much better than the bound
O (mn/ logk+2 n) achieved by the best actual regular expression matching algorithm in case
d < mk logk+2 n (that is k is not too large and R contains much less occurrences of ∪ and ∗
than occurrences of (·)).
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The need to search for regular expressions arises in many text-based applications, such as text retrieval, text editing,
computational biology and network security. A regular expression is a generalized pattern composed of (i) basic strings,
(ii) union, concatenation and Kleene closure of other regular expressions. The readers unfamiliar with the concept and
terminology related to regular expressions are referred to a classical book such as [1]. We call m the length of our regular
expression, not counting operator symbols. The alphabet is denoted Σ , and n is the length of the text.
Exact regular expression matching is a long standing problem and several algorithms have been proposed to obtain
eﬃcient algorithm in linear space. The best search results obtained so far are O (nm(log logn)/(logn)3/2) time [4].
A recent paper opened a breakthrough in this ﬁeld. In [5], Bille and Thorup consider matching regular expression consid-
ering the number d of substrings (consecutive symbols concatenated) contained in the expression instead of the number of
symbol m. The motivation for studying this kind of pattern is that most of the regular expression searches are in fact words
or parts of complete words combined together by union and Kleene closure. For instance, in TATA.(GATA|CATG)∗.GCATA,
m = 17, while d = 3. Note that d can be asymptotically o(m). They presented an O (n(d logw/w + logd)) (where w is the
number w of bits in a memory word) algorithm to search a given regular expression in a text, that is, with a complexity
depending on d instead of m.
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a text allowing a limited number of errors k, where k might be an insertion, a deletion or a substitution of a character by
another. This problem can have important applications for example in bioinformatics or in computer security. In computer
security virus or spam signatures [6,10] are usually represented by regular expressions, since they permit to handle many
different variations of the same virus or to handle similar spam patterns. Approximate searching for regular expressions
would add even more power and permit to handle more variations. For instance, a typical strategy used by spammers
consists in using small variations of forbidden keywords which can pass through the spam ﬁlters while still being under-
standable by the user. The use of approximate searches would make it much harder for a spam to pass through the spam
ﬁlter.
Approximately searching for a general regular expression might be performed in O (nm/ logk+2(n)) by the algorithm of
Wu, Manber and Myers [9] which space complexity has been improved by Bille and Farach-Colton in [3]. However, similarly
to the exact matching case, most of the regular expressions approximately searched for contain many long strings. We thus
consider in this paper the problem of approximately searching for such patterns and we propose an O (kdn) algorithm which
is faster than the general matching algorithm when d < mk logk+2 n .
2. Notations and deﬁnitions
Some notations and deﬁnitions that are used in this paper follow.
2.1. Notation
A word is a string or sequence of characters over a ﬁnite alphabet Σ . The empty word is denoted ε and the set of all
words built on Σ (ε included) is Σ∗ . A word x ∈ Σ∗ x of p is called a suﬃx (resp. preﬁx) of p is p = ux (resp. p = xv),
u, v ∈ Σ∗ .
We deﬁne also the language to denote regular expressions. Union is denoted with the inﬁx sign “|”, Kleene closure with
the postﬁx sign “∗”, and concatenation with the suﬃx sign “.” or simply by putting the sub-expressions one after the other.
Parentheses are used to change the precedence, which is normally “∗”, “.”, “|”. We call R our regular expression pattern,
which is of length m and contains d strings. We denote by L(R) the set of words generated by R . Eventually, given a text T
we denote by T [i.. j], the substring of T which starts at position i and ends at position j.
2.2. Deﬁnitions
Deﬁnition 1. We deﬁne the edit distance between two strings s1 and s2 as the minimal number of edit operations needed
to transform s1 into s2, where the possible edit operations are the deletion of a letter, the substitution of a letter by another
and the insertion of a letter. Furthermore we denote that number of operations by δ(s1, s2) = δ(s2, s1).
Deﬁnition 2. In the approximate string matching problem we are given a string q, a threshold k and a text T , and we are
asked to return every i such that there exits a substring of T of the form T [i.. j] such that δ(T [i.. j],q) k.
Deﬁnition 3. In the regular expression matching we have a regular expression match R and a text T and we are asked to
return every i such that there exists a substring T [i.. j] ∈ L(R), where L(R) is the language generated by R .
Deﬁnition 4. In the approximate regular expression matching we have a regular expression match R , a text T and a
threshold k and we are asked to return every i such that there exist a substring T [i.. j] and a string p ∈ L(R) such that
δ(p, T [i.. j]) k.
3. Thompson’s automaton
We re-use the classical construction of Thompson’s automaton to build a non-deterministic automaton accepting the lan-
guage of a given regular expression. The automaton contains ε-transitions and we distinguish two types of nodes, ε-nodes,
in which all ingoing transitions are ε-transitions, and the others, denoted L-nodes.
The construction of the automaton is done recursively on the expression using the patterns shown in Fig. 1.
The construction is O (m) and the number of states and transitions is also O (m). We refer the reader to [1] for details
on Thompson’s construction.
Most of the regular expression matching are based on Thompson’s automaton which is directly built from the regular
expression using the following rules:
• A regular expression consisting of a single character c generates an automaton with two states I and F , linked with one
transition labeled with the character c. The state I is the initial state of the automaton and the state F is the accepting
state of the automaton (see Fig. 1(a)).
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• A regular expression R = R1 · R2 generates an automaton which contains all original states and transitions of automatons
of R1 and R2 except that the ﬁnal state of automaton of R1 is merged with initial state of the automaton of R2 (see
Fig. 1(b)).
• A regular expression R = R1 ∪ R2 generates an automaton which contains the states and the transitions which appear
in automaton of the regular expressions R1, R2 with two new states I , F and four new transitions labeled with ε (see
Fig. 1(c)).
• A regular expression R = R∗1 generates an automaton which contains all the original states of R1 with two new states
I , F and four new transitions labeled with ε (see Fig. 1(d)).
The essential property of Thompson’s automaton is that it contains m = O (|R|) states and O (m) transitions. Exploiting this
property there exists a simple algorithm for regular expression matching on a text of length n which runs in O (mn) time
using O (m) working space. This algorithm was extended By Miller and Myers for solving the approximate regular expression
matching in the same time and space bounds. We present their algorithm in the following section.
4. Approximate regular expression matching
We now describe more in detail the Myers and Miller’s algorithm for approximate regular expression matching. The
algorithm preprocesses the regular expression and builds Thompson’s automaton on it. A counter ci of log(k + 1) bits is
maintained with each state i of the automaton. When setting a value larger than k a counter saturates and gets the maximal
value k + 1.
During the scanning of the text T at each step j this counter will store the smallest distance between any suﬃx of
T [1.. j] and the language represented by the state i. Thus at any step j the smallest distance between any suﬃx of j and
the language L(R) is indicated by the counter cF which corresponds to the accepting state F .
More formally let E[i, j] indicate the smallest distance between state i and the suﬃxes of T [1.. j]. That is, at a step j
during the scanning of the text character T [ j] we let E[i, j] = ci . We denote the states of the automaton by I for the initial
state and F for the ﬁnal state. The states are numbered from 1 to D excluding the initial state. Thus the automaton will have
D + 1 states. We say that a state i is an L-node if it has only a single ingoing transition labeled by a character i . Otherwise
the state i will be an ε-node with all ingoing transitions being labeled by ε. For any node i we denote by Pre(i) the set of
nodes with outgoing transitions leading to i (if i is an L-node then clearly the set Pre(i) will have a single element in it). In
addition for ε-nodes, we denote by Pre(i) the set of nodes with outgoing transitions to i excluding the back transition.
The values of E[i, j] are set by the following pseudo-code:
1: for j = 1 to n do
2: E[I, j] ← 0
3: E ′[I, j] ← 0
4: end for
5: for i ∈ [1, D] do
6: E[i,0] ←
{
min E[Pre(i),0] + 1 if i is an L-node
min E[Pre(i),0] if i is an ε-node
7: end for
8: for j ∈ [1,n] do
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9: for i ∈ [1, D] do
10: E ′[i, j] ←
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
if i is an L-node
min(E[i, j − 1] + 1, E[Pre(i), j − 1] + δ(i, T [ j]), E ′[Pre(i), j] + 1)
if i is an ε-node
min E ′[Pre(i), j]
11: end for
12: for i ∈ [1, D] do
13: E[i, j] ←
{
min(E ′[i, j], E[Pre(i), j] + 1) if i is an L-node
min(E ′[Pre(i), j], E[Pre(i), j]) if i is an ε-node
14: end for
15: end for
An example of the underlying automaton of the algorithm and the values calculated when matching GA(TAA|GG)∗ in GC-
TAGG are given in Fig. 2.
Lemma 1. (See [8].) Given a regular expression R of total size m and after O (m) preprocessing time, we can solve the approximate
regular expression matching for any given text T of size n in time O (mn). The space used to solve the query is O (m).
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Our algorithm needs to solve the following problem while scanning the text. Given a pattern p of length m and a positive
integer k we would want to solve the following problem: given a text T read character by character at any given step j,
identify all suﬃxes of T [1.. j] which are at distance k from p. Note that because the length of those suﬃxes can differ
from p by at most k (obviously if they are too short or too long then one needs too much insertions or deletions to get p)
their number is at most 2k + 1. The following lemma shows an eﬃcient solution to this problem.
Lemma 2. (See [7].) Given a pattern p of length m and after O (m) preprocessing time, we can solve approximate string matching
problem for a text T and a threshold k in time O (kn). The space used by the query is O (k2). More speciﬁcally at any given time step i
the algorithm is able to return δ(T [ j..i], p) for every j such that δ(T [ j..i], p) k.
6. Bille and Thorup’s algorithm
Our algorithm is based on Bille and Thorup’s algorithm, which we describe now. The main contribution in Bille and
Thorup’s algorithm is to show that it is possible to do the matching in O (dn) time only where d is the number of strings
in the regular expression. Thus this algorithm has the potential to run much faster than the original Thompson algorithm
in case the regular expression contains a lot of (·) operators. Seen in another way the number of occurrences of operators
∪,∗ appearing in R is O (d) only. Next we describe more in detail Bille and Thorup’s algorithm [5].
6.1. Bille and Thorup data structure
First Bille and Thorup generate a new regular expression R ′ by grouping each maximal sequences of (·) consecutive
operators in the original regular expression into a single entity which in fact is just a string of characters. Then each such
string is added to a set S and is replaced by a single meta-character in the regular expression R ′ . It is easy to see that
the new regular expression has size O (d) states where d is the number of strings appearing in the regular expression. The
alphabet of the new regular expression R ′ will be union of the original alphabet and the set of added metacharacters and
thus will be of size σ + O (d). In a second step Bille and Thorup build an Aho–Corasick automaton on the set of strings S
which takes space O (m) space and the ordinary Thomson automaton is built on the regular expression R ′ .
6.2. Regular expression matching in Bille and Thorup
For matching the regular expression Bille and Thorup maintain a queue of length mi for each string si ∈ S of length mi .
This queue uses only mi bits. We denote this queue by qi[1..mi]. At the beginning all the bits in the queue are set to zero.
At each step of the regular expression matching zero or one bit bi is pushed in the back of each queue qi . This is done by:
1. The element qi[mi] (head of the queue) is thrown out of the queue.
2. Every element qi[ j] is stored into qi[ j + 1] for j decreasing from mi − 1 to 1.
3. Finally the bit b is written in q[1].
The matching algorithm can be summarized by the following steps:
1. Read next character c from the text and advance the Aho–Corasick automaton based on character c.
2. The Aho–Corasick automaton will output a set of occurrences of patterns of S . For each pattern si ∈ S reported by the
Aho–Corasick automaton push the bit bi = 1 on the back of queue qi . For all other patterns si ∈ S not reported by the
automaton instead push the bit bi = 0 on the back of the queue qi .
3. Now advance Thompson’s automaton by considering each transition outgoing from one of the currently active states
and take that transition only if it is labeled with ε or labeled with a metacharacter si ∈ S such that qi[mi] = 1.
Lemma 3. (See [5].) Given a regular expression R of size m, containing d strings and after O (m) preprocessing time, we can solve the
exact regular expression matching for any given text T of size n in time O (dn). The space used to solve the query is O (m).
7. A new O (kdn) algorithm
Our solution combines three algorithms:
• The algorithm of [8] for updating and modifying the distances for each state of the automaton.
• The Landau et al. [7] algorithm for computing the distances of suﬃxes of the text and each string in S .
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relevant past steps.
In our approach we shall use error counters of log(k + 1) bits as deﬁned in Section 4.
7.1. Preprocessing
The preprocessing phase is quite similar to Bille and Thorup’s algorithm. Given the regular expression R , a new regular
expression R ′ is generated by grouping each maximal sequences of consecutive operators (·) into strings adding each such
string to a set S and replacing it with a single meta-character in the regular expression R ′ .
Then in a second phase for each string si ∈ S , we build the data structures needed by Landau et al.’s text approximate
matching algorithm.
Bille and Thorup’s algorithm maintains for each element si ∈ S of length mi , a queue qi holding mi elements where each
element is a bit. In our case we instead maintain a queue qi of size mi + k, where each element is a counter of log(k+ 1)
bits. At the beginning all values in the queue are initialized to the value k + 1.
7.2. Matching algorithm
During the matching we use the Landau et al.’s matching algorithm as a blackbox. At any step j, we let the function
ED(i, j) be as the function which returns the vector V [1..min(mi,k + 1) + k] containing all distances of si to the substrings
T [ j − mi − k + 1.. j], . . . , T [ j − max(mi,k + 1) + k + 1.. j].1 Also for any queue qi[1..mi + k] we let push(qi, x) denote the
operation which pushes the value x on the back of the queue qi . In our algorithm we will use a temporary vector  of size
2k + 1. The intermediate results of the algorithm are virtually stored in a matrix E[1..D,1..n] but only one column of that
matrix needs to be stored at any time. The algorithm pseudo-code follows:
1: E[I,0] ← 0
2: for i ∈ [1, D] do
3: if i is an L-node then
4: E[i,0] ← min E[Pre(i),0] +mi
push(qi, E[Pre(i),0])
5: else
6: E[i,0] ← min E[Pre(i),0] // i is an ε-node
7: end if
8: end for
9: for j ∈ [1,n] do
10: E ′[I, j] ← 0
11: for i ∈ [1, D] do
12: if i is an L-node then
13: [1..min(mi,k + 1) + k] = ED(i, j)
14: E ′[i, j] ← E ′[Pre(i), j] +mi
15: for t = max(mi − k,1) to mi + k do
16: E ′[i, j] ← min(E ′[i, j],qi[t] + [mi − t + k + 1])
/* Note that qi[t] = E[Pre(i), j − t] and [mi − t + k + 1] = δ(si, T [ j − t + 1.. j]). /*
17: end for
18: else
19: E ′[i, j] ← min E ′[Pre(i), j] // i is an ε-node
20: end if
21: end for
22: E[I, j] ← 0
23: for i ∈ [1, D] do
24: if i is an L-node then
25: E[i, j] ← min(E ′[i, j], E[Pre(i), j] +mi)
push(qi, E[Pre(i), j])
26: else
27: E[i, j] ← min(E ′[Pre(i), j], E[Pre(i), j]) // i is an ε-node
28: end if
29: end for
30: end for
1 By convention the distance to undeﬁned substring T [a, j] for a < 1 is k + 1.
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A schematic representation of the underlying automaton of our new algorithm and the values calculated when matching
GA(TAA|GG)∗ in GCTAGG is given in Fig. 3.
Theorem 1. Given a regular expression R of total size m, containing d strings and after O (m) preprocessing time, we can solve the
approximate regular expression matching for any given text T of size n and a threshold k in time O (kdn). The space used to solve the
query is O (k2d +m).
Proof. To prove the correctness of the algorithm, we need to prove that the computed distances for both L-nodes and
ε-nodes are correct.
For the L-nodes we consider each L-node a with ingoing transition from a node b labeled with string si . This L-node a
represents a language A = B · s j and its predecessor b represents a language B . Now consider the algorithm above. At any
step j, the variable E[a, j] must store the smallest distance between any string in sa ∈ A and any suﬃx x of T [1.. j]. Note that
we must have sa = sb · si with sb ∈ B . Now notice that x must be writable as x = x1 · x2 where δ(x, sa) = δ(x1, sb) + δ(x2, si)
where sb must be the string in B with the smallest distance to any suﬃx of T [1.. j − |x2|] and this suﬃx must be x1.
This implies that E[b, j − |x2|] = δ(x1, sb). For the distance δ(x, sa) to be at most k we must have both δ(x1, sb)  k and
δ(x2, si)  k. The second condition implies that −k  |x2| − |si |  +k and δ(x2, si) is actually computed by Landau et al.’s
algorithm for precisely all possible x2 of lengths in the range [si − k, si + k]. Back to the algorithm, we remark that the
counter of an L-node is updated by lines 4, 14, 16 and 25 in the algorithm, which precisely compute the minimum of all
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other possible suﬃxes s2 where δ(x2, si) is retrieved from the vector  and δ(x1, sb) is retrieved from the queue qi .
For proving the correctness of update steps of the ε-nodes, we remark our automaton is exactly the same as that of
Myers and Miller’s automaton except that we suppress all intermediate L-nodes which are only connected to other L-nodes.
We also remark that the update loop for ε-nodes is exactly the same as in Myers and Miller’s and the involved states
(including L-nodes) are also present in our automaton. Therefore the correctness of our update loop for ε-nodes follows
from the correctness of Myers and Miller’s algorithm loop and from the fact that the distances of the involved L-nodes are
correct as proved above.
The query time of the algorithm is clearly O (kdn) as we have two nested loops with n and d iterations respectively
with the latter loop containing an inner loop with at most 2k + 1 iterations in addition to a Landau et al.’s step (call to
function ED) which takes O (k) time.
Concerning the space usage, we note that only the last column of E and E ′ needs to be used at any time. The temporary
vector  uses space O (k). The total space used by the queues qi for all i amounts to O (dk +m). The space usage of the
algorithm is dominated by the Landau et Al’s matching algorithm which uses O (k2d +m) space. 
8. Approximate regular expression matching under the hamming distance
Our algorithm can be adapted to use the hamming distance instead of the edit distance. For that purpose, we replace
the incremental string comparison algorithm with the fast k-mismatch pattern matching algorithm by Amir et al. [2] which
runs in time O (n
√
k logk). The other parts of the algorithm remain the same except that the distance value at an L-node
can now be updated in just O (1) time instead of O (k) time. Indeed, suppose that an L-node a has an ingoing transitions
from another node b labeled with string s. The new distance for the state a at a step i depends only on two elements
(actually it is the sum of those two elements): the hamming distance of s to T [i − |s| + 1, i] and the distance of state b at
step i − |s| + 1. The former is computed from the algorithm of [2] while the latter is retrieved from the queue. Thus we
have proved the following theorem:
Theorem 2. Given a regular expression R of total size m, containing d strings and after O (m) preprocessing time, we can solve the
approximate regular expressionmatching under the hamming distance for any given text T of size n and a threshold k in time O (nd(1+√
k logk)). The space used to solve the query is O (m).
9. Conclusion
We presented the ﬁrst algorithm for matching multi-string regular expressions up to k errors. There are two aspects we
would like to improve.
First, we did not try to exploit bit-parallelism. Is it possible to signiﬁcantly improve performance of our algorithm through
the use of bit-parallelism?
Secondly, is it possible to reduce the space used for the matching from O (dk2 +m) to just O (m)?
The core of our algorithm relies on the incremental string comparison algorithm. Improving or overpassing this last
algorithm is the main obstacle to answer these two questions.
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